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Abstract
Purpose: This study explores new content, forms, and fields of science and technology (S&T)
innovation and entrepreneurship information services of the National Science Library of the
Chinese Academy of Sciences (NSLC).
Design/methodology/approach: We cooperated with incubator enterprises and set up an
“S&T Innovation and Entrepreneurship Information Service Platform.” We designed five
series of activities, including industrial information release, project financing and roadshows,
entrepreneurial sharing, entrepreneurial coaching sessions, and entrepreneurial salons. Based
on the implementation of these activities, we designed new NSLC library services for S&T
innovation and entrepreneurship.
Findings: Since the construction of the platform, these five series of activities have attracted
more than 80 business projects, 90 investors, and 30 researchers. Furthermore, more than
20 media representatives and nearly 300 entrepreneurs have participated in the activities that
the NSLC has organized in the past two years. Through these activities, we have defined an
S&T innovation and entrepreneurship knowledge service model for the NSLC.
Research limitations: The service practice of the NSLC is still in the demonstration phase.
Due to staffing limitations of our service teams, the expansion of our service activities has
been greatly restricted.
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Practical implications: The innovation and entrepreneurship information services of the
NSLC provide a lot of material for transformation of library services for domestic and
foreign special libraries.
* This work is jointly supported by the National Science Library of the Chinese Acedemy of Sciences and
the Bureau of Development and Planning of the Chinese Academy of Sciences.
†
Corresponding author: Ping Jia (E-mail: jiap@mail.las.ac.cn).
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Originality/value: It is useful to transform library and business services by embedding them
into ways in which we serve innovation and entrepreneurial activities. This opens up a new
field of library knowledge services in China.
Keywords Makerspace; Hackerspace; Entrepreneurial service; Science and technology
(S&T) innovation and entrepreneurship; Knowledge service; Transformation of library
service; National Science Library of Chinese Academy of Sciences (NSLC)
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Introduction

With the explosive growth of the digital information environment, on-site services
in libraries have changed dramatically. As Liu et al.[1] shows, paper-based collections
are being replaced by digital collections, which makes library building spaces
appear vacant. Digital information services now offer remote document delivery,
which has led to a further reduction of readers in the library, and digital information
and communication technology and analysis tools provide new possibilities for
libraries to expand their services. From IC/LC[2,3] to the research commons (RC)[4],
a large number of domestic and foreign libraries have explored ways to better utilize
library space, and have achieved fruitful results in research and practice.
Major libraries, both at home and abroad, play a key role in information support
for the national innovation-driven development strategy. As Lu et al. stated[5],
foreign libraries and intelligence agencies have been exploring business information
services for a long time. The most common way for them to provide business
information services is to construct branch libraries or information centers for
industry and commerce in public libraries[6].
For instance, the British Library provides business network services to
Birmingham, Leeds, and six other core cities with business and intellectual property
(IP) centers, offering small-to-medium enterprises (SMEs) such services as business
plan assistance, intellectual property advice, marketing research, and intelligence
services as part of their enterprising libraries[7] project. The New York Public
Library[8] set up a Science, Industry, and Business Library, which is designed to help
SMEs strengthen their competitiveness, and administer a Small Business Resource
Center and a service team for retired managers, whose main task is to help
entrepreneurial teams connect with government agencies.
In China, the National Library of China (NLC) established an Enterprise
Information Service Center[9,10] based on its digital library in 2008, whose purpose
is to provide professional information services to enterprises. Among its services
are media tracking, media analysis, competitive intelligence services, and an
institutional repository. Some provincial public libraries and special libraries in
China also have launched business-oriented information services, among which
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are Tianjin TEDA Library, Shanghai Library, Sun Yat-sen Library of Guangdong
Province, and Shenzhen Science and Technology Library.
As reported by the American Library Association (ALA) in 2012[11], libraries
should evolve from “collection” to “creation.” A library should become a knowledgebased innovation center, expanding the depth of its enterprise intelligence services,
and making good use of physical space while in transition. This thinking birthed
the idea of “libraries as maker spaces.” Maker spaces might be a new service model
that makes effective use of physical spaces in libraries. Here, creativity is nurtured,
people collaborate with each other, and links between entrepreneurs and potential
investors are fostered.
As a new form of library service, maker spaces have received wide attention. The
idea was listed as one of the top ten technology trends in libraries by the American
School Library Journal (SLJ) in 2013. Modern information technology and network
technology have ushered in a technical atmosphere for libraries to provide maker
space services. Many overseas public and academic libraries have already set up
maker spaces. The typical example in China is the “Innovation Space” of the
Shanghai Library, which has been regarded as a preliminary exploration of maker
spaces in Chinese libraries. Table 1 lists some examples of maker space services in
American libraries.
Table 1
Library
type
Public
library

Examples of maker space services in American public and academic libraries
Library name

Chicago Public Library

Fayetteville Public Library
Detroit Public Library
New York Public Library
Academic University of Michigan Library
library
Stanford University Libraries
James B. Hunt Jr. Library, North
Carolina State University
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Maker space
service
CHIPUBLIBMAKER Lab
FFL FAB LAB
HYPE
NYPL Labs
UM3D
TLTL
Maker space

Website
http://www.chipublib.org/maker-lab/
http://fflib.org/make
http://www.detroitpubliclibrary.org/hype
http://www.nypl.org/collections/labs
http://www.dc.umich.edu/dmc/um3d/
https://tltl.stanford.edu/
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/spaces/makerspace

The National Science Library of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (NSLC) strongly
supports the role of national literature intelligence agencies to provide information
services for science and technology (S&T) innovation and entrepreneurship. The
NSLC is exploring the integration of open information resources and social
innovation resources in an open innovation platform under a model of open and
collaborative innovation[13]; it has created an on-site service mode for supporting
non-profit academic information services, and for supporting science and technology
innovation and entrepreneurship, swarm intelligence, and social innovation. In
addition, the NSLC has had knowledge services in libraries blended into the mission
of public innovation and entrepreneurship, expanding the social demand for library
services, and improving social recognition of knowledge services.
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Framework and design

2.1

Feasibility analysis

2.1.1 Advantage of knowledge-based services in NSLC
Through our investigation of development strategies and service plans for libraries
at home and abroad, including the British Library, the Library of Congress, the
Canada Institute for Scientific and Technical Information, the National Library of
Australia, the United States National Library of Medicine, the Science, Industry
and Business Library of the New York Public Library, the Oxford University Library,
the Stanford University Library, and the National Library of China, a clear trend
emerges: Libraries are opening their spaces, resources, and services to a broad
audience. The integration of display, experience, interaction, and other elements has
gradually become the main feature of library on-site service. This is a new pattern
of providing business information services through cooperation between libraries
and companies.
The NSLC has formed a full-spectrum document and information service as part
of its service innovation system, which includes a complete set of document and
information service models, such as document services, quantitative analysis,
competitive analysis, intelligence research, and technology consulting. Described as
in Fig. 1, the knowledge-based service model lays a good foundation for an open
innovation services platform.
Market
Policy, planning
Intelligence consulting
Tools for management and analysis
Sci-tech novelty retrieval and achievements
evaluation
Documant, information supporting system
Data (i.e. images, fund, laboratory guidelines, scientific data,
industry data, and industry reports)
Document (i.e. standards, patents, technical reports, and dissertations)

Fig. 1.

Content of the full spectrum document and information services in NSLC

The NSLC is innovating in the area of collaborative services. It integrates social
innovation and entrepreneurship resources by opening space, resources, and services


Liu, X. W., & Jia, P. An internal investigation report on information service strategies of main libraries in
western countries, 2013.
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to its users. For example, the NSLC collaborates with science and technology
incubators, such as Sino Sprinkle (Beijing) S&T Incubator Ltd., to build an open
information service platform for S&T innovation and entrepreneurship. This
platform has pioneered on-site services at the NSLC, and provided science and
technology innovation and entrepreneurship information services for entrepreneurial
teams, innovative companies, and research teams from the perspective of a public
institution.
2.1.2 The need for NSLC innovation and entrepreneurship services
Maker spaces provide a platform for entrepreneurs to incubate their creativity and
innovation. They encourage turning ideas into products by bringing tools, human
resources, space, and intelligence together[12].
According to incomplete statistics of hackerspace.org, there are at least 1,944
maker spaces as of August 2015. Of these, 1,181 are actively running and 356 are
in planning stages. In China, the maker movement is developing rapidly. Some
influential examples are the Beijing Maker Space, Hangzhou Onion Capsules,
Nanjing Honor Creativity, Shanghai New Plant, and Beijing Cheku Cafe (i.e.
“Garage Cafe”).
As one of the most influential technology innovation centers in the world,
Zhongguancun Park has constantly improved its entrepreneurial environment in
recent years by optimizing its offerings as an innovation incubator. As shown in
Table 2, a number of business service platforms with different characteristics
emerged in Zhonguancun Park[14] between 2011 and 2014, and they are now serving
entrepreneurs and early-stage projects, such as Cheku Cafe, Microsoft Cloud
Accelerator, and Legend Star.
Table 2 Typical incubator business service platforms in Zhongguancun Park and their service
characteristics
Platform name
Cheku Cafe
36Kr Venture
Microsoft Cloud
Accelerator
Legend Star
3W Cafe
Virtue Inno Valley
Innovation of China
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Service characteristics
A service platform providing low-cost office space as its main service mode
Entrepreneurship space and entrepreneurial investment platform mainly for media
ventures
Microsoft’s cloud computing platform used by entrepreneurs for technology
development and innovation
Offering entrepreneurship training and angel investments
A platform for brainstorming and resource matching, exploring new technologies and
new ideas. Participants include Chinese Internet industry entrepreneurs, angel
investors, and entrepreneurs
Mainly providing one-to-one business mentoring and a large entrepreneurial training
service, offering investment and financing services and industrial connections
Bringing together a large number of early-stage venture projects through
entrepreneurial competitions

hackerspace. org. Retrieved on August 11, 2015, from https://wiki.hackerspaces.org/List_of_hackerspaces.
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In November 2014, the Shenzhen Institute of Advanced Technology of the CAS
officially inaugurated its Maker Institute. As the first maker institution established
by the national research agency in China, Maker Institute has attracted widespread
interest in the community. In March 2015, the “JD Maker Camp” business service
platform was established as a cooperative project of the Maker Institute of the CAS
and JD Smart. Both sides will work together to offer maker education, project crowd
funding, and intelligent hardware project incubation, providing support throughout
all phases of project development[15].
All platforms mentioned above support four basic elements of science and
technology incubation services: 1) general services, 2) management consulting
services, 3) investment and financing services, and 4) professional and technical
services. Each platform has distinctive features, which are summarized as in
Table 3.
Table 3

Basic elements of science and technology incubator services in Zhongguancun Park

Service item

Service content

General services

Space and business facilities

Management
consulting services

Business agency services, strategy developing, management systems, human
resources management, market analysis, and expertise training

Investment and
financing services

Helping in obtaining government funds, applying for secured loans, investing in
companies directly and getting in conjunction with investment

Professional and
technical services

Help with engineering planning and manufacturing planning

However, a service model based on libraries or document and information institutions
has not yet appeared among the business service platforms mentioned above.
Few platforms take information and knowledge services as a starting point for
early-phase projects.
The NSLC is located in the heart of Zhongguancun Park, and is deeply influenced
by the innovation and entrepreneurship environment and atmosphere. The NSLC
has gradually extended the maker space service to specialized information services,
supporting enterprises’ and entrepreneurs’ innovation and entrepreneurship. This
is a response to the general trend of public innovation, and also conforms to the
library’s own urgent need to modernize its services.

2.2
2.2.1

Information service platform for S&T innovation and entrepreneurship
Framework design

The NSLC’s science and technology innovation and entrepreneurship information
service platform was designed to provide information services and technology


The “JD Maker Camp” business service platform was established with the cooperation of the Maker
Institute. Retrieved on August 4, 2015, from http://www.cas.cn/yx/201503/t20150320_4324792.shtml.
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support for business innovation and science and technology entrepreneurship
teams.
Based on the orientation of our platform, the service framework is divided into
a service layer, a platform layer, and a user layer, as shown in Fig. 2.
CAS

Provincial Academy of Sciences Universities in Beijing Zhongguancun Park

Local high-tech zone

Customer
Undergraduate / Graduate / Research team / Institute / Entrepreneurial team

Entrepreneurship competition

Entrepreneurship training
NSL Views

Match-making

Platform

Entrepreneurship
sharing
Entrepreneurship
turtorial

Service

Information resource

S&T innovation entrepreneurship
early project information service
platform

Sino Sprinkle S&T Incubator

Fig. 2

2.2.2

•

•
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•

Document services

NSLC
Intelligence services

Industry technical
information release
Project financing
roadshows

Third-party platforms
Technology transfer

Framework of the NSLC’s information service for science and technology innovation and
entrepreneurship

Construction approaches and service features

• Construction approach.

•

Industrial technology intelligence
Maker training

Based on the rich information resources of the NSLC,
we built the platform together with technology incubator companies and thirdparty platforms for offering information services, intelligence services, physical
space, and cyberspace for our targeted audience.
Construction goal. The design goal was to embed our specialized knowledge
and services into the platform, and create both on-line and off-line library
services environments for innovation and entrepreneurship.
Targeted audience. Our service is targeted to people from the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, local research institutions, universities, Zhongguancun
Park and related companies, and innovation and entrepreneurship teams.
Service content. The platform provides business information, investment and
financing information services with data analysis and intelligence analysis.
Activities. The main activities we are offering through this platform are
entrepreneurship competitions, investment manager forums, venture shows,
match-making, seminars, training, salons, and exhibitions.

Information service platform for science and technology innovation and entrepreneurship:
New information service practice in the NSLC
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Results

3.1

Five types of activities

To meet the needs of innovative entrepreneurship groups, we offer five types of
activities.
Table 4 Activities of innovative entrepreneurship information services
Activity
Industry
information
release

Context
To support making strategic and science and technology
decisions for emerging industries, we offer patent and
literature searches. In addition, we report on information of
both China and other countries, such as technology trends,
core technologies, key institutions, leading scientists,
industry news, and technology forecasts.

Project financing To organize introductions between investors and
and roadshow
entrepreneurial projects, we use NSL Views to summarize
roadshows of projects by providing objective evaluations of
competition, technology, and trends for both entrepreneurs
and investors.

Service target
Enterprise R&D personnel,
enterprise managers,
science and technology
entrepreneurial teams, and
other managers
Entrepreneurial project
leaders and investors

Theme salons

Except for a group of academic experts, we also invited
Researchers, entrepreneurs,
business experts, investment experts, intelligence analysts in investment experts,
the field to share experience on current hot topics in a field. intelligence analysts

Entrepreneur
community

To provide a platform for entrepreneurs to share both their
success and failures and make friends with common
interests.

Early-stage entrepreneurs

Entrepreneurship We invite business mentors to provide training courses for
People with entrepreneurial
dreams, or entrepreneurs at
tutorial
entrepreneurs. Course contents include: Market demands,
investment and financing, legal issues, recruitment, and how initial stage
to write a business plan.

3.2 Typical examples
• A special report on industrial technology information on biomass refining.

The framework of the report is described in Fig. 3; it includes the research
focus, trends, and industrial applications of this field, at home and abroad.
By analyzing the patents of three related technologies (steam explosion, solid
fermentation, and cellulose butanol), the report demonstrated the leading
position of the Chinese Academy of Sciences in the field of biomass refining
research and industrialization, and attracted a number of enterprises and media
reports. Such reports have promoted connections between document intelligence
services and user (government and enterprise) needs, and technology transfer
and transformation of scientific and technological achievements. The national
and regional distribution of priority patents and patent families are shown in
Fig. 4.
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Core technologies: Main technologies involved in
biomass refining
Key agencies: Institutions engaged in biomass
refining at home and abroad
VIPs: Leading domestic and foreign experts in the field
Industry news: Current news from the fields
Technology transfer: Movement of technology from
research into practice

Fig. 3

Framework and content of the industrial technology intelligence report on biomass refining

RU
DE 2% 3%
MX 2%
IN 3%
KR 4%
AU 4%
CA 5%

Others
10%

EP
9%

CN
EP
IN
Others

DE
EP 3%
RU 4%
5%

CN
20%

JP
10%

WO
13%
WO
AU
DE

US
CA
MX

US
15%

Others
8%

CN
29%

KR 6%
CA 8%

US
25%

JP
12%
JP
KR
RU

(a)

CN
KR
Others

JP
EP

US
RU

CA
DE

(b)

Fig. 4 The national and regional distribution of (a) priority patent; and (b) patent family

• Project financing and roadshow.
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NSL Views supports investors and
entrepreneurs by offering data analysis and market information analysis in the
context of a financing roadshow. Roadshow projects are selected for high
quality, to attract investors and support projects in achieving financing. This
initiative has won the praise of entrepreneurs and investors. Figure 5 is an
example of a car market analysis (Fig. 5(a)) and market analysis of auto aftersales service (Fig. 5(b)); Figure 6 shows the analysis results of global clean
stove projects (Fig. 6(a)) and their objectives (Fig. 6(b)).
• Mobile medical salons. We organized a series of salons with “mobile medical”
as the salon theme, and invited academic, business, intelligence, and investment
experts to share their views about mobile medical technology, equipment,
development prospects, and investment projects, which yielded rich intelligence
about the mobile medical field from different angles and attracted broad
attention. The producers and market analyses of mobile medical-related patents
by region are shown in Fig. 7.
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(b)

Fig. 5 O2O analysis of auto aftermarket
(a) Car market analysis; (b) market analysis of auto after-sales service

(a)

(b)

Patent sources

Fig. 6 Market analysis of multi-function biomass furnaces
(a) Global clean stove development projects; (b) projects’ objectives

TW
FR
GB
CA
EP
DE
KR
JP
CN
US
US CN WO JP EP KR AU DE CA TW GB FR IN ES BR RU MX SG HK ZA
Market of patent

Fig. 7.

3.3

Producers and markets of mobile medical-related patents by region and country

Service effects

Since the platform was established in 2013, it has attracted more than 80
entrepreneurship projects, 90 investors, more than 30 researchers and 20 media, and
nearly 300 entrepreneurs have participated in five entrepreneurial series events,
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which have affected service space, service content, service modes, and service
ability in the library greatly.
3.3.1

Changes in service space

The physical spaces involved in the innovative business information service platform
have enhanced the offerings of the library in a variety of ways. By reorganizing
reading service areas, interactive communication experience areas, and collaborative
communication research areas in the library, we have merged digital resources,
digital network technologies, information visualization and perception technologies,
computational analysis tools, knowledge service systems, and information exchange
activities into a networked platform. The resultant service environment has thus
become multi-functional, and can support synergistic research, knowledge service
experiences, literature data analysis, intelligence analysis, and other knowledge
services for innovation entrepreneurship (Fig. 8).

Network
technology

Information
exchange and
sharing activities

Knowledge
service
system

Fig. 8

Information
visualization
technology
Digital
resources

Information exchange and
collaborative research
Information wall,
Knowledge service
demonstration activities
experience, salon seminars

Computational
analysis tool

Intelligence service
center
Digital
technology
Information
perception
technology

Diagram of integrated innovation and entrepreneurship information service space

The concept of “Internet+” extends the “space” of the innovation entrepreneurship
services in the NSLC. Both our on-line and off-line information service platforms
for S&T innovation and entrepreneurship interact with the physical space of the
library. The platform has a website, WeChat public platform, WeChat Groups, and
other network platforms[16]. By offering information services, consulting services,
project plan submission, entrepreneurship activities enrollment, and project
communication, the library provides a series of integrated services such as online
National Science Library,
Chinese Academy of
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Internet+. Retrieved on August 4, 2015, from http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=VOZlMv8Bkn0I8Au4b7scB
XWbVsWjADdV0OB8_aqzBQhTJeeKtBiZ9AC2lSaM8o55Q2sqPqPX6-_LKkDaxZsHPa.
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consulting from industry analysts, business plan construction, entrepreneurship
project communication, literature information access, project novelty search, and
analysis report customization.
3.3.2

Changes in service content

• To develop information services for enterprise research and development.

Enterprise innovation development requires a broad range of information types
and services. Enterprise information needs include research and development
information, decision-making information, research commercialization
information, technology transactions, product market predictions, product type
selection, and other information/intelligence.
• To develop information services for entrepreneurship investment and financing.
As a connection between investment and financing, the platform takes
advantage of using various entrepreneurship resources to provide related
technical analysis and consulting services for entrepreneurship groups. These
include discussions of business connections, business plan optimization
consulting, entrepreneurial theme salons, entrepreneurship coaching sessions,
project roadshows, and so on. It also provides entrepreneurs with market
demand guidance, financing and partnerships, talent recruitment, and financial
and legal counsel to support the new businesses.
3.3.3

Changes in service mode

The core service of this platform is data analysis and information release, which is
different from other innovative entrepreneurship services. For each project, it
integrates intelligence analysis into the project financing roadshow. It presents an
“NSL Views” intelligence analysis for entrepreneurs and investors, and provides
references for investment and financing decisions based on competitor status,
industrial focus distribution and trends, which not only provides investors and
innovators with objective project reviews, but also leverages the library’s abilities
to support these efforts with more than mere physical space.
• Release of Industrial Technology Intelligence. A monthly report based on

literature and patent analysis, on two themes each issue. Since the platform
was established, we have released 48 reports, sharing forecasting and analysis
of emerging industry trends at home and abroad from the perspective of
competitive technology assessment. Our audience can take advantage of
the strength of library knowledge services in business, decision-making,
and business innovation, and the library has both pioneered a new domestic
knowledge service model for business services and transformed library
services.
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NSL Views provides objective data support for investors.
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Table 5 Analytical requirements of NSL Views
Framework
General principles

Content and requirements
• Themes need be clear, informative, and concise. NSL Views presentations are
summarized with graphs and colorful illustrations.

Content framework • Theme: Clear description of the issue.
• Industry status: List the important competitors and factors (applications and
technology) of industry.
• Approach: Statistical analysis with relevant data, such as capital issues in the
industry, investment and financing behavior, and customer behavior.
• Conclusion: Summary and outlook from the aspects of the overall trend of the
industry, industry segments, and behavior of important competitors and products.
Data requirements

3.3.4

• Publicly available data from reliable sources.
• Quantitative analysis with consultative advice from manufacturers when necessary.
• Charts based on data extracted from websites, followed by integration and analysis.

Changes in service ability

Through the practices of the science and technology innovation entrepreneurship
information service, librarian abilities of the NSLC have been extended. They can
now offer a broad range of services, going beyond being information consultants,
to analyzing patents and industry sectors. For libraries, carrying out innovative
business services has both enriched library-content-related services and expanded
the library service model, exploring the transformation of library on-site services.

4

Problems and suggestions

4.1

Problems

In the process of developing new information services for innovations and
entrepreneurship, there are some problems for libraries to consider, including:
• A scientific arrangement for space use.
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Should the library space be used as
maker space exclusively, or can it be simultaneously used for other purposes?
How to balance the different interests of makers and ordinary readers is worthy
of exploring.
• Further expansion of services. We need to consider how to create an
information service network by combining information services and resources
dispersed in different regions.
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• Improvement of R&D results transformation.

There are similarities and
differences between innovation and entrepreneurship services for the general
public and those for scientists and technologists. The broad question of
strengthening the local economy by commercializing science and technology
innovations merits careful consideration.
• Knowledge services expansion. The services described in this paper go
beyond the normal boundaries of library functions. It is worth deliberating
about how to integrate these information services into innovation and
entrepreneurship services, and how to open a new field of library knowledge
services.
• Standardization of service. Library information services for innovation and
entrepreneurship are still in the exploratory stage and need to be further
improved through systemization, professionalization, and standardization.

4.2

Suggestions

To further develop this new service model, we have the following suggestions:
• Consolidate core positioning.

With the core orientation of the innovation
and entrepreneurship service, including public entrepreneurship and the
commercialization of scientific and technological achievements, we need to
explore more ways to combine innovation business services and scientific
research, to integrate all kinds of factors that the market requires. In addition,
we need to set up ways to bring technologies and capital together to create an
“open innovation service network,” and enable it to grow into a platform that
promotes economic and social development. We are facing a field of individual
services that can probably be profitably combined.
• Promote the development model. In order to extend the service from
Zhongguancun Entrepreneurship Street to Zhongguancun Science Park, and to
further promote the transformation of science and technology achievements of
each seat of the Chinese Academy of Sciences nationwide, we need to explore
new patterns of innovation and entrepreneurship services by increasing the
number of service nodes, and creating a library service network embedded
in the economic or industrial zones. We can thereby establish a network of
industrial intelligence services engaged in regional economic and social
development, and expand the spirit of “maker space,” invigorating local cities
through its energy.
• Make the knowledge service more valued. We need to combine in-depth data
analysis with the library knowledge service, reflecting more value of the
knowledge service in innovation and entrepreneurship.
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If we can use the advantages of each alliance member
library to deliver information services for innovation and entrepreneurship, a
joint service can make coordination possible and sustainable.

The innovation and entrepreneurship service implemented by the NSLC complies
with the national policy, “The mass innovation of all business”. It plays a positive
role in the transformation of library services. The combination of library knowledge
service with innovation and entrepreneurship not only serves the library’s users, but
also strengthens the library as a national asset.
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